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INTRODUCTION

The Francis Carl Walk Papers (1888-1934) are composed almost exclusively of correspondence. Most of the letters were written by F. C. Walk to his wife, Mary Ellen, in the late 1800’s. Francis Carl Walk was employed by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the correspondence reflects the hardships caused by long separations from his family. The Francis Carl Walk Papers were a gift of Mrs. Paige Walk, Dickson, Tennessee.

No restrictions have been given for the Francis Carl Walk Papers.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Francis Carl Walk Papers, containing approximately 142 items, spans the period 1888-1934. The bulk of this correspondence was generated by Francis Carl Walk and addressed to his wife, Mary Ellen Ankenbauer Walk. Francis Carl Walk was employed by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. His letters, as can be imagined, are of a personal nature and reflect the hardships which are imposed upon a family when one member is required to be absent for extended periods. The letters also provide insightful revelation concerning the type of work and off-duty activities performed by employees of the Corps of Engineers.

Other correspondence in the collection is from Francis Carl Walk’s sister, Ellen, and from his children.
CONTAINER LIST

Folder
1. Correspondence, 1888 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk (wife)
2. Correspondence, 1889 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk
3. Correspondence, 1890 – Francis Carl Walk to Ellen Walk (sister)
4. Correspondence, 1890 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk
5. Correspondence, 1891 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk
6. Correspondence, 1897 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk
7. Correspondence, 1898 – Mary Ellen Walk to Francis Carl Walk
8. Correspondence, 1906 – Sister Catherine to brother and sister
9. Correspondence, 1906 – Francis Carl Walk to Mary Ellen Walk
10. Correspondence, 1913 – Frank Walk to Sophia Walk
11. Correspondence, 1913 – Joe Walk to Sophia Walk
12. Correspondence, 1914 – Frank Walk to Sophia Walk
13. Correspondence, 1934 – H. W. Wiesehan to Sophia Walk
14. Blank postcards, early 1900’s
15. Miscellaneous envelopes
NAME INDEX

This is a name index of correspondence in the Francis Carl Walk Papers, together with the dates of the letters and information regarding their contents. The figures in parentheses denote the number of letters, if more than one. The last numbers refer to the folder in which the material is to be found.

_____, Catherine (2) to Brother and Sister, 1906, re: likely death of Sophia’s baby; sore leg; visits from relatives; land prices, 8
Walk, Francis Carl to Ellen Walk (sister), 1890, re: surprise at her behavior; wishes her to stay at home, 3
Walk, Francis Carl (5) to Mary Ellen Walk (wife), 1888, re: complains of not receiving letters; work schedule; finances, 1
Walk, Francis Carl (20) to Mary Ellen Walk, 1889, re: illness; marriage troubles; nature of work; hopes for a visit, 2
Walk, Francis Carl (49) to Mary Ellen Walk, 1890, re: health of wife and child; marriage troubles; work; homesickness, 4
Walk, Francis Carl (11) to Mary Ellen Walk, 1891, re: health; work; building a house, 5
Walk, Francis Carl (2) to Mary Ellen Walk, 1897, re: health of family; work, 6
Walk, Francis Carl (3) to Mary Ellen Walk, 1906, re: visiting family; bad cold, 9
Walk, Frank (8) to Sophia Walk, 1913, re: riverboat work; dating, 10
Walk, Frank (7) to Sophia Walk, 1914, re: work schedule; difficulty of work; sends money to brother and sister, 12
Walk, Joe (12) to Sophia Walk, 1913, re: needs girlfriend; work and travel, 11
Walk, Mary Ellen to Francis Carl Walk, 1898, re: children are thinking of him; hopes to receive letter, 7
Wiesehan, H. W. to Sophia Walk, 1934, re: needs her testimony to settle a disputed claim for money, 13